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Ishikawa Chiasa

Ishikawa Chiasa is a EM-J2-3a Douryo Android serving in the Star Army of Yamatai. She is currently
assigned to the YSS Soyokaze a Super Eikan-class Heavy Cruiser. Chiasa is a player character played by
Nashoba.

Ishikawa Chiasa

Species: EM-J2-3A Douryo
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Ishikawa Chiasa
Gender: Female

Age: 2
Height: 5' 7”
Weight: 135 lbs

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: 07D Sensor Specialist

Rank: Shosa
Current Placement: YSS Soyokaze

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5' 7”
Mass: 135 lbs (Appears) actual 165 lbs
Measurements: C cup

Build and Skin Color: Chiasa has the general slender build of the EM-J2 series androids. However, due
to her recent upgrades her musculature is more defined than other EM-J2's.

Eyes and Facial Features: Chiasa has almond shaped eyes turned up at the ends that are bright blue

Ears: Chiasa has normal human appearing ears.

Hair Color and Style: She has sandy brown hair kept relatively short in a tulip style.

Distinguishing Features: Chiasa has an Emrys Industries bar code on the bottom of her left foot, she
plans to have it removed when she earns her freedom.

Facial image

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Chiasa has moved beyond the EM-J2 Behavioral Paradigms and has reached sapience. She
is inquisitive by nature, but has learned to restrain that impulse when dealing with people. Having lost
the person closest to her, she is reticent about making new relationship, but very protective of those she
does make relationships with. Chiasa has learned to stand up for herself. She is awkward in social
environments that involve personal interactions. Chiasa is in the process of self-discovery; defining
exactly who and what she is. She is not 'human' and does not aspire to be so.

Likes:
Dancing, music, sampling sounds to create unique effects Crickets Choir,

Dislikes:
Disorder, clutter, being referred to as just a machine.

Goals:
Complete her mandatory service and become independent.
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Facial Expressions
Smile 1 Smirk 1 Pout 1
Smile 2
Smile 3
Smile 4

History

Family

Creators: Emrys Industries
Owner/Friend: Ishikawa Kyo

Body

EM-J2-3a Douryo Android (Deluxe)
EM-J2-M3402 Internal Organs
EM-J2-M3404 Naughty Bits (Female)
EM-J2-E3405 SACNES Interface - Secondary function disabled due to sapience.
EM-J2-M3405 Advanced Muscle Structure - Added YE 37
EM-J2-P3600 Gravity Manipulation System - Added YE 37

Pre-RP

She was acquired in YE 34 by the Scientific Studies Service and assigned to Ishikawa Kyo as a
research assistant. In this capacity she was trained by Kyo to assist with the scientific research.
Kyo treated Chiasa as a person rather than a piece of equipment. She encouraged Chiasa to
explore and interact with other members of her ship. Chiasa explored social interactions among the
Scientific Studies Service (SSS) personnel. Kyo encouraged Chiasa to choose a creative hobby, she
chose art as her form. This was a time of growth and exploration for Chiasa.
In YE 35 Chiasa's world started changing. Kyo was killed when the expedition was attacked by NMX
forces attacked a transport group. Chiasa actually was holding Kyo as she died. Unfortunately for
Chiasa Kyo being a Nepleslian did not embrace Soul Transfer technology. Chiasa found herself
without her master and trying to deal with conflicting impulses. Kyo's will stated her accounts were
to be transferred to Chiasa and that she wanted her tested for Sapience.
Chiasa was evaluated and determined that she had crossed the threshold into self-awareness.
However, due to the current laws to maintain her independence she was required to join the Star
Army of Yamatai.
Chiasa reluctantly joined the service, and applied to the Science career. After completing standard
training she was granted the rank of Santô Juni due to her training from the Scientific Studies
Service (SSS) and was assigned to the YSS Integrity.
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Roleplay

Chiasa has boarded the YSS Soyokaze as it prepares for its maiden voyage.
On the ship's first mission she volunteered to help explore the settlements on the moon. However,
the plan to sling shot around the gas giant and then land unnoticed went awry. Once on the surface
the team was contacted by locals who rescued them.
After making a brief recon, Chiasa contacted the ship to effect the evacuation of the two moons.
While on the ship a biological weapon was activated. This caused at least one death and a number
of personnel were incapacitated. Chiasa's friend Elaina had information that proved vital to curing
the plague
YE 37 Chiasa was promoted to Nitô Juni and given a Service Award. While on shore leave she chose
to upgrade her body with the EM-J2-M3405 Advanced Muscle Structure and EM-J2-P3600 Gravity
Manipulation System.

Skills

Between her time with the Scientific Studies Service (SSS), and her subsequent training with the Star
Army Chiasa has the following training.

Star Army

Star Army Common Skills
Communications - Chiasa is fluent in Trade (language) and Yamataigo (邪馬台語).
Mathematics - Due to her time with the Scientific Studies Service (SSS), she is proficient in
higher maths such as Calculus.

Science

Chiasa received training in the following Sciences. She is proficient in them, but is not an expert in
them:

Astrochemistry
Astrometry
Astronomy
Chemistry
Metallurgy

Martial Arts

Chiasa learned Kobudō with Kyo. She continued to practice and perfect her techniques after the loss of
Kyo partly out of habit, and partly because it gave her something to focus on. Now she enjoys the activity
and her preferred weapon is the sai, but she can work with any of the traditional melee weapons.
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Entertainment

Chiasa learned to play musical instruments as part of Kyo's expanding her horizons. She learned to play
the piano and electronic keyboard. She continues to play as she enjoys the interaction of the notes.

Inventory

Ishikawa Chiasa has the following items:

Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor or another armor designated by ship captain.
Ke-M4-W2901 Light Armor Service Rifle (Tier 5 Medium Anti-Armor) with Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-
SLAG
Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:

Type 31A Survival Kit
Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:

Toiletry Kit
Environmental Suit
2 Duty Uniforms

1 Star Army Cap, Type 32
1 Star Army Coat, Type 32

2 Working Uniforms. Includes boots and gloves.
2 Exercise Uniform (can also used as sleepwear)
Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Floating, Type 32
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 33 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1
extra)
Star Army Science Scanner, Type 31

Personal

Electronics

1 Te-G5 Adante Keyboard
1 Te-G6 Tsuibo Orb
Takeyu - A gold plated plague of the YSS Integrity. 10 KS card
Misato - A wool sweater with yule trees and other yule like obnoxious designs, along with a toy kit
“Build your own sensor suite” a kit that allows a kid to build a sonar array and a rudimentary radar
set up. 1)

Professional sound sampling set-up. Looks like a DJ set up but with mic pick-ups and mini pop-up
sound booth.
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Clothing

1 pr Shoes flats, black
1 pr Shoes heel 3 inch, red
1 pr black leather boots
3 panties
3 bras
1 black dress knee length
3 skirts
5 blouses
3 pr slacks
1 pr gloves
1 handbag
Multi-zip Armor Jacket Light grey cotton and silk stretch armour jacket from Gareth Pugh, featuring
a stand collar with two diagonal zips, two horizontal zips on the chest, shoulder pads, a flap across
the back yoke and detachable long tiered effect sleeves with zips at the cuffs. The bottom panel of
this fully lined jacket can be removed with a zip around the waist.

Finances

Ishikawa Chiasa is currently a Nitô Juni in the Star Army of Yamatai. She receives a salary of 2,436 KS a
month which she keeps on a KS Card.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
2,000 KS Starting Funds
4,214 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/05/36
6,428 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/06/36
8,642 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/07/36

10,856 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/08/36
13,070 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/09/36
15,284 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/10/36
17,498 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/11/36
19,712 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/12/36
21,926 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/01/37
31,926 KS 10,000 KS Gift Takeyu
30,426 KS 1,500 KS Multi-Zip jacket
32,640 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/02/37
34,854 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/03/37
37,068 KS 2,214 KS Salary 01/04/37
35,068 KS 2,000 KS Upgrades
37,504 KS 2,436 KS Salary 01/05/37

Character Data
Character Name Ishikawa Chiasa
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Character Data
Character Owner Nashoba
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Shosa
SAOY Occupation Star Army Science Officer
SAOY Assignment YSS Soyokaze
SAOY Entry Year YE 35
DOR Year YE 46
DOR Month 3
Orders Orders

1)

about as sophisticated as a modern naval set up… it's the future right?
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